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LANDSCHAFT Ltd.
Landschaft Stroy is an experienced company in trees cutting and maintenance in urban environment. We are
qualiﬁed to remove large trees from tiny areas with impossible access for mechanization.
The company CEO, engineer Vladimir Atanasov, is a licensed arborist and tree grower at a global and European
level certiﬁed in Moscow.
The professional arborist is qualiﬁed, prepared and trained exactly and completely in tree care and control on
the trees in urban territories.

Cutting off trees
Cutting off trees is an ultimate measure often needed in case the tree is
dangerous. Removing of a tree is an extremely dangerous and responsible
undertaking.
The arborist must be well trained, prepared and equipped.
In order to start cutting off a tree an ofﬁcial permission from local municipality is needed.
After a timely survey may be avoided indispensable tree removing and causing of serious, irreversible damages in living places,
cars and even death cases after accidents with falling trees.

Control of trees condition
The control is demanded to prevent falling or dying of a tree.
Due professional supervision of trees may prevent their removing or
falling down on a living place, car or a person.
Only a well trained and certiﬁed arborist can do that survey and
estimate the tree health condition. Fytopatological signals giving
information about a tree problem in urban environment are not the
same as those of trees in forest areas. In urban environment the tree
species live under much worse conditions.

Supporting of the tree canopy
The lack of systematic care for the canopies of old trees
very often causes problems for the environment. In urban
residential places, in parks, along alleys very often there
are broken branches threatening people and property.
Exactly such trees are very dangerous. Very often after a
strong wind blow or under their own weight the branches
cleave or fall.
To prevent grave breaking of the whole tree canopy or of
a certain branch is needed to be attempted canopy
strengthening and stabilization.
It’s done with special certiﬁed ropes with 10 years
guarantee.
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